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exemplified in the Willoughbys of Nottinghamshire, whose
correspondence throws light on the costs of production, the
size of a sixteenth-century undertaking, and the amount of
capital involved. " I have spoken with the iron-men about
Walsall — of the prices of their trade", states a letter of 1571.
" First, their stone is worth at the pit ready gotten 43. every
load ; from the pit to Middleton every load carriage will cost
35. or thereabout; every load of stone will make a bloom ;
the bloomer will have for every bloom i6d. ; the bloom, is
made in twelve hours. Then the brander will have for every
brand 6d. Every bloom makes two brands which will be
wrought in four hours ; eight blooms will make a ton of
iron ; and then there is allowed to the burning of every ton
eight loads of coal, which is valued every load at 6s. Sd.;
and every ton of iron is worth when it is branded £7 or there-
about. These charges are certain, besides other for common
workmen as need shall require ". The writer adds : " It is
thought by them that have travailed long in the trade that
your woods will be better sold, and more gain to you, than
if you should set up smiths, considering the great charge and
trouble that doth belong unto them ". At Sir Francis
Willoughby's works at Duffield in 1591 fifty tons of bar iron
were made in six months ; when sold for £600 they showed
a profit of £125 ; the founder was paid £i a week, while the
finer and the hammerman received £40 for twenty-six weeks.
At his works at Codnor in the same year the expenses for
five months were estimated at £783, which included a weekly
charge of £4 : 43. for the founder, finers and hammermen,
in addition to the payments made for ironstone, charcoal
and the carriage of materials. It was calculated that the
Codnor ' mills' could make two hundred tons of bar iron a
year x. Another iron works, owned by the Sidney family,
produced one hundred and thirty-eight tons at £8 the ton,
which made a profit of £312 2. In the seventeenth century,
according to Dudley, a forge might make three tons or more
1 Hist. MSS. Comtn. Middleton, 494-497.
* Hist. MSS. Comm. iii. 228 (temp. Edw. VT.}, The production of
iron was highest at Robertsbridge (Sussex) in 1562, with 202 tons and ^400
net gain: ibid. Lord de L'Isle and Dudley, 312 (also pp. 305 s«?.). For
another Sussex iron works, see Sussex Arch&ological Collections, xiii. 129.

